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Hey, did you notice there is a lawsuit trying to force Cyber Ninjas to reveal internal communications the 

same week an accusation is levied that the private donors are not paying? 

 

Think about this – nothing has been done. Arizona is doing a ‘hand audit of the paper ballots’ but nothing 

has been done. And it won’t be if you contribute to feed the chaos and chase the bones and keep 

spreading every headline you hear about the audit. FAKE News is unsourced news and now exists on 

both sides. The power of a headline is intoxicating and dangerous right now. 

 

But here we are with Right-side Fake News ‘Audit Headlines’ exploding with stories flying on Telegram, 

FB, Messenger and of course arising new places for you to send money. 

 

Let us look at a few ‘Audit Headline Stories’ that ended up being false news: 

 

• From week of July 5th: The manager of the AZ Audit, Cyber Ninjas is not being paid and people 

who said they were privately funding the audit are not funding the audit. 

• Also from July 5th: The Democrats are doing a ‘Fake Canvass’ to hurt the ‘Real Canvass’. 

• From week of June 28:  Senator is releasing an interim report. 

• Ongoing: There is a canvass now or will be after the audit. 

 

Here is what happened to those ‘Audit Headline Stories’ or what the real story is: 

1)     Cyber Ninjas signed a contract with the Senate and is being paid per the contract.  

2)     They are BOTH ‘Fake Canvasses’. Only the Senate has authority to ask for voter verification, like 

they do know if your signature does not match. 

3)     Senator Fann retweeted she was NOT releasing a report.  And she didn’t. 

4)     The original Senate Scope of Work included a canvass but after the DOJ letter the Legislative 

Attorney responded it would ‘indefinitely defer’ the canvass. 

 
The truth is there are people who have launched efforts they think are necessary that ‘prove’ a variety 
of things like, who won, who is at fault and they believe they have figured out how to prove it.  This 
ranges from chickens were fed the ballots and then burned alive to Special Forces seized routers in 
Germany and everything in between.  
 



Some of these people are wonderful dedicated warriors but they simply and honestly have no idea what 
they are doing. They don’t understand AZ Election Laws, they don’t understand Civil Law versus Criminal 
law and they don’t understand this is a FORENSIC AUDIT by the Legislative branch of government that 
has oversight authority of the Executive branch. 
 
Some have even raised a little bit of money and so went forth with their theories. Some have volunteers 
and think either the Senate is going to be dazzled by their brilliance or they are going to be paid by 
Cyber Ninjas 
 
The AZ Audit is a Forensic Audit. 
 
The Senate has placed real Accountants, Ken Bennett and Randy Pullen, as 
https://www.aa.com/seats/select/startovermanagers.  Accountants who also happen to know Arizona 
Election Law.  Pullen is a real life ‘Forensic Auditor,’ a former Deloitte auditor, former AZ GOP Chairman 
and Bennett has an Accounting degree, former AZ Secretary of State and Senate President who oversaw 
the only Statewide recount in AZ History. 
 
An audit of 30 apples counts the apples and returns 30 apples. A Forensic Audit finds there are 5 plastic 
apples, 4 made of glass, 3 are oranges painted to look like apples.  There are really 18 apples. 
One step at a time. 
 
And don’t be a Flying Monkey with a MAGA Hat. 
 

https://www.aa.com/seats/select/startover

